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Catastrophic collapse has not happened during the coronavirus crisis – why not?

• road freight sector is the victim rather than the cause of sharp economic contraction

• drop in economic activity is due mainly to government efforts to contain the virus

https://bit.ly/34AImda

Pandemic = possible cause of total disruption of trucking operations

Even without panic buying, collapse of the UK economy with 4-5 days

Vulnerability of Supply Chains to a Pandemic

proportion of truck drivers affected by 

the virus much less than in the scenario
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No Shortage of Literature and Advice on Supply Chain Risk and Resilience

journal papers on supply chain resilience
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supply chain contingency planning not 
prepared for such an extreme event 



How likely is it that the coronavirus crisis will: 

• reverse globalisation

• promoting reshoring / nearshoring of production 

• force a relaxation of the just-in-time principle

• increase inventory levels 

• encourage more diversified sourcing

• increase supply chain agility 

Rapid diversification of production in response to medical needs 
- emergency re-orientation of supply chains – lessons in agility for the future

In lockdown switch from eating-out to eating-in
creating a major food logistics challenge

Diverting inventory intended for restaurants to 
supermarkets and home delivery 

Will the Covid19 pandemic herald a new era of supply chain resilience? 
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transfer of coronavirus risk exposure from consumers to logistics employees 

need to change working 
practices to keep logistics 
workers safe in pandemics

trucking operations sometimes considered to be a ‘pandemic vector’ – spreading disease

In coronavirus crisis,  truck drivers are being classed as essential workers

Critical dependence on home delivery staff – many with insecure jobs in the Gig Economy

Crisis is likely accelerate the switch to online retailing, increasing reliance on these jobs

Department store Fulfilment centre

many distribution centres 
closed because of concerns 

about virus transmission

Covid demonstrates critical importance of the logistics work-force

Pandemic likely to accelerate the automation and digitalisation of logistics processes 
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Post-Covid Low Carbon Recovery / Building Back Greener



Logistics = 10-11% of CO2 emissions and rising

one-off deep reduction in logistics-related emissions – resetting the CO2 baseline 
helping us stay within 2030 and 2050 ‘carbon budgets’ 

COVID19 and the  Decarbonisation of Logistics

pre-lockdown

with Coronavirus 
restrictions

Source: SIA Partners / Financial Times 8-4-2020

Daily CO2 emissions as % of normal for EU27

goods vehicles

-37%

shipping (-76%)

Post-Covid economic recovery scenarios

high carbonlow carbon

limited resources for green 
investment by government 

and business

acceleration of trends
digitalisation,  online 

retailing, circularity, 3DP

public policy instruments
linking support to emissions
ending fossil fuel subsidies

supply chain restructuring
localised sourcing

relaxing JIT pressures 

logistics decarbonisation 
given low priority by 

businesses

priority for boosting growth, 
restoring employment and 

clearing debt

post-Covid economic recovery scenarios

A test of the commitment to 
the EU’s New Green Deal
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